
n the last column you were intro-
duced to a simple visual exercise that
involves defending an imaginary
window that remains arm’s length in

front of you as you move around the court.
This imaginary window extends up as high

as you can reach your racquet and down to the
surface of the court and spans the width of the
court. Your objective in the first exercise was
to use your strokes to defend this imaginary
window from oncoming balls while giving
yourself immediate verbal feedback on
whether or not you were successful at your
objective. “Yes,” if the ball did not get past
your imaginary window. “No,” if it did.

In the peak performance workshops I teach
at Colorado Athletic Club Inverness, you can
always tell when people are working on play-
ing tennis in the zone because there is this
constant verbal feedback coming from their
court as they whisper to themselves “yes, no,
yes, yes, yes.” As annoying as this may seem at
first, it is very important for your brain to be
given this immediate feedback on the success
or failure of your objective. 

Once players are fairly comfortable with
defending their imaginary window from
oncoming balls, we move on to an exercise
that not only explains what this window is all
about, but also explains a very complex and
misunderstood subject in tennis – the subject
of timing.

The second exercise is designed to build a
greater awareness of your contact zone. It
requires a short description of the contact
zone’s dimensions. Along with imagining a
window at a comfortable arm’s length in front
of you, also imagine a second window located
directly in front of your body, as if you were
standing with your nose against this second
window. These two windows, a front window
and a back window, represent the full depth of
your contact zone from front to back. Below is
a graphic representation of the contact zone.
The front window is designated as a 3-depth.
The middle of your contact zone is a 2-depth.
The back window is designated as a 1-depth.

Every ball that enters your contact zone
will be contacted at one of these three depths
(hopefully). If you contact the ball at a 3-
depth, then your stroke was in full control of
your contact zone and the ball never penetrat-

ed your contact zone. Contact occurred at the
exact point the ball first entered your contact
zone. This is Positive Timing.

If contact occurs at a 2-depth, then the ball
controlled the positive half of your contact
zone while your stroke controlled the negative
half of your contact zone. This is Neutral
Timing.

Finally, if contact occurs at a 1-depth, then
the ball controlled the full depth of your con-
tact zone and your stroke never even entered
your own contact zone. This is Negative
Timing.
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Call Colorado Athletic Club Inverness at (303)790-7777 to register for a Peak Performance
Workshop, or contact Scott Ford (USPTA, IASV) for a private lesson at (303) 419-3234. Email:

sford@arete–sports.com • www.arete–sports.com si
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.Are you determined to be a

better player?
You’ve read every article, 

bought every video,
changed your grip,

and spent countless 
hours on the court.

You’ve tried every new racquet,
tested every new shoe,

and done drills until you 
wore the fuzz off the ball.

If you’re ready for a performance breakthrough, 
stop training your backhand and start training your brain!

Learn to play tennis “in the zone” with Scott Ford, USPTA Pro and member of the
International Academy of Sport Vision.

Dr. William Hines, Team Ophthalmologist for the Stanley Cup Champion Colorado

Avalanche, two-time World Champion Denver Broncos, and Denver Nuggets, calls Scott’s pro-

gram:

“A Revolutionary Peak Performance Model!”



Contact Quadrants
By running an imaginary line vertically

down the center of your contact zone and
another horizontally across your contact zone
at shoulder height, you can divide your contact
zone into four contact quadrants. High-right,
high-left, low-right, and low-left. 

Calling Your Depth of Contact
The objective of this second exercise is to

become more familiar with your own contact
zone by simply calling your depth of contact
every time you make contact with the ball. In
order to be successful at this exercise, you
must again focus on your contact zone instead
of the ball. Don’t worry, you will still see the
ball, but you are focused on your contact zone
so as to call your depth of contact. Did contact

occur at a 3-depth, a 2-depth, or a 1-depth?
As in the first exercise, start at the service

line with your practice partner also at his/her
service line. As you become more familiar with
calling your depth of contact, you will also
start to see which quadrants of your contact
zone are controlled by your strokes and which
quadrants of your contact zone are controlled
by the ball. 

The next time you watch the top players in
the world on TV, try to see how their strokes

relate to their contact
zone. What you will
see is a great deal of
contact occurring in
the positive half of
their contact zone and
very little contact
occurring at the nega-
tive half of their con-
tact zone. In general,
world-class players
are in very good con-
trol of their contact
zones, and the player
who controls his/her
contact zone the best
during the course of
the match usually
wins. 

Question: how well do you control your
contact zone in a match? Do you mostly make
contact at the 1-2 depths (the negative half of
your contact zone), or do you mostly make
contact at the 2-3 depths (the positive half of
your contact zone)? You can find out the truth
about your timing and how your game relates
to your contact zone by verbally calling your
depth of contact on every shot.

That’s the second exercise: focus on your
contact zone and call your depth of contact.

Did you make contact at a 3-depth, a 2-depth,
or a 1-depth. Unlike the popular magazine ad
that suggests the ball matters, this exercise
suggests that contact matters. And knowing
where contact occurs in your contact zone will
go a long way toward the creation of more pos-
itive contact events in the future. Beware,
however. This exercise takes total concentra-
tion, total focus on your contact zone. It takes
practice, so don’t give up if at first you have
trouble calling your depth of contact. 

One final thought: imagine what your game
would look like if you were in total control of
your contact zone at all times. What would
your game look like if you always made con-
tact at the 3 point? For one thing, it would look
like you had very good timing on all of your
strokes! Positive timing instead of neutral or
negative timing. Give it a try and find out.
Practice making contact at the 3-point every
time you hit the ball. See what it feels like to
control your contact zone instead of trying to
control your opponent or the ball. That’s what
it feels like to play tennis “in the zone.”

February: Verbal feedback 
April: Controlling your contact zone
June: Parallel Processing & the zone
August: Positive contact & the zone
October: Strategy in the zone
December: Competing in the zone
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